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Essential Question
How have conflict and compromise shaped Nevada’s history of movement of people and goods across
the Truckee Meadows?
Related Nevada History Chapter
Chapter 9 Modern Nevada
Nevada Social Studies Standards
H2.4.1 Discuss examples of compromise and conflict within Nevada.
H3.4.4 Explain how advances in technologies have impacted Nevada.
H3.4.5 Discuss major news events on the local and state levels.
G7.4.2 List examples of movement of people, goods, ideas into and across Nevada.
G8.4.1 Describe ways physical environments affect human activity in Nevada using historical and
contemporary examples.
NVACS
RI.4.1 Refer to details and examples in the text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from the text.
RI.4.2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details and ideas.
RI.4.8 Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text.
RI.4.9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the
subject knowledgably.
W.4.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.4.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
W.4.9.b Apply Grade 4 Reading Standards to informational texts.
SL.4.1 Engage in effective in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacherled) with diverse partners on Grade 4 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their
clearly.
SL.4.3 Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker to support particular points.

SL.4.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience in an organized manner, using
appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an
understandable pace.

Brief Overview of Lesson and Guided Discussion Question
The Southeast Connector (SEC) will provide an alternative route to the heavily traveled US 395/I580 freeway and Southeast McCarran Boulevard. Recent development in the eastern Truckee Meadows
has resulted in more demand for travel routes from the south and west. This project will offer motorists
another, more direct option between the northeast and south Truckee Meadows and alleviate
congestion on parallel roadways and will assist with future demand. Our Guided question is: “Does the
positive impact of the SEC outweigh the negative impact?” We will use the SAC discussion technique
to read the article and then each student will form an opinion to write about.
Brief Historical Background
In the early 1980’s the idea was envisioned to construct a roadway to connect Sparks to Geiger
Grade. During 1997, updated new traffic volume and watershed data showed the tremendous growth
in the area to support the need for the Southeast Connector (SEC). In 2004, three potential corridors
were considered. In January 2007, it was decided to proceed with the Valley Corridor. August 2007 the
RTC initiated a plan to study traffic operations, safety, environmental impacts, cost, constructability, and
flood control. In 2008, the RTC Board of Commissioners voted in favor of the recommended alignment
for the Southeast Connector. As of 2016, the Southeast Connector is still under construction and will be
opened in late 2017.
Included Materials
Actual Websites Before Line #’s
http://www.southeastconnector.com
http://www.southeastconnector.com/project-history/
http://mynews4.com/news/local/on-your-side-southeast-connector-a-bridge-to-nowhere-01-19-2016
http://www.ktvn.com/story/31181991/construction-of-southeast-connector-on-schedule

Lesson Sequence:
Approximate
Time Frame

What is the teacher
doing?

What are students
doing?

Day 1
20 minutes

Pass out whole group
background article,
“Project History.”

Students will read the
background article
silently working on
their annotative skills.

Notes (additional scaffolds,
logistical considerations, room
arrangements, grouping, etc.)

Day 1
15-20 minutes

Day 2
30 minutes

Day 2
10-15 minutes

Day 3
30 minutes

Day 3
20 minutes

Day 4
20 minutes

Day 5
20 minutes

Day 5
20 minutes

Day 6
60 minutes

Facilitates classroom
discussions on the issue.
Ask questions for
further clarification of
the issue.
Pass out “On Your Side:
Southeast Connector, a
Bridge to Nowhere”
(con article)
Facilitates classroom
discussions on the issue.
Ask questions for
further clarification of
the issue.
Pass out “Construction
of the Southeast
Connector on Time”
(pro article)
Facilitates classroom
discussions on the issue.
Ask questions for
further clarification of
the issue.
Circulating to each
group and checking for
understand.

Students will share
written ideas with peers
and whole group.

Assign the students a
point of view: positive
or negative impacts of
SEC
Prep students for the
presentation of each
side. Use the SAC
guides (attached).
Split students into
groups of four – two for
and two against
Remind students about
the rules for deliberation
and monitor student
groups

Listing the evidence to
support their side

In groups of four,
students will read and
annotate article.
Students will share
ideas with peers based
on their annotations.

In groups of four,
students will read and
annotate article.
Students will share
ideas with peers based
on their annotations.

Review the readings
(all 3 articles) as to
determine the specific
point of view.

Planning their
arguments for their
side.

1. One side presents
their two-three
arguments to the other
side. The other side
needs to listen
carefully, take notes,

Look at the formalities of
structured academic controversy
and decide on time allotments
based on student need.

and then repeat the
arguments back in
order to be sure that
they understand them,
asking clarifying
questions as necessary.
2. The pairs switch and
the process is
duplicated.
3. Each side provides
feedback to the other
until everyone is
satisfied that their
position has been heard
and understood.
4.Dissolve pairs to
come to
consensus/disagreement
Day 7
15 minutes

Review positions and
Students complete
overall
reflection and selfconsensus/disagreement. assessment.

Grade using opinion
writing rubric.

Students complete the
writing task
explaining their final
personal position, on
their own.
Debrief as a class.

